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the big city issue

CHURCH PLANTING IN MAJOR CITY CENTERS
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Tim Keller has been the pastor of 

Redeemer Presbyterian Church 

in Manhattan since planting it 16 

years ago. He is deeply committed 

to ministering to and influencing 

not just New York City, but major 

city-centers across the world. Redeemer attracts 

5-6,000 worshipers each week to various services 

held in four different locations in Manhattan, 

and the church has a massive charity and justice 

ministry called Hope for New York. Redeemer has 

also focused extensively on church-planting, and 

has planted not just other Presbyterian churches, 

but everything from Baptist to Pentecostal 

churches, as well, in immigrant neighborhoods, the 

city of Manhattan, and numerous other cities. 

Last year, Keller held a series of training sessions 

regarding the realities of ministry in major city 

centers, in which he distilled much of the wisdom 

gained at Redeemer over the past 16 years. He 

graciously agreed to share some of those thoughts 

in what follows.
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Globalization is making major world cities 
more powerful than ever. Why?

1) The mobility of capital means national 

governments are now virtually powerless to  

control the flow of money in and out of their  

own economies, thus greatly decreasing their 

influence in general. The cities are the seats of 

multi-national corporations and international  

economic, social, and technological networks. 

2) The technology and communication revolution 

means that national governments are also 

powerless to control what their people watch or 

learn. As a result, the cultural values of world-class 

cities are now being transmitted around the globe 

to every tongue, tribe, people, and nation. New 

York and LA are now far more influential in forming 

the culture of, say, teenagers in rural Indiana 

or rural Mexico than are the national or local 

governments or civic institutions. 

Cities are growing in the “Third World” at an 

enormous rate and are regenerating in the U.S. 

and Europe. In the U.S. even smaller cities have 

seen a renaissance of their downtown cores, as 

professionals, immigrants, international business 

leaders, empty-nest baby-boomers, artists, and 

the “young and hip” move back in. The coming 

world “order” will be a global, multi-cultural, and 

urban order.

 

Who lives in the city-centers?

1) Young, single corporate professionals; 2) young 

creative professionals (the hip and artistic) who 

are trying to “make it”; 3) corporate leaders who 

“made it” with wealth; 4) creative leaders (of the 

arts and the academy) who run the major cultural 

institutions of society; 5) new immigrant families 

(who work and live near the city-centers, such 

as Chinatown); and their 6) second-generation 

children seeking professional success; 7) large 

numbers of students and academics; and 8) the 

gay community.

The cultures of center-cities in different 

hemispheres are surprisingly similar. There are 

many daily connections and their residents travel 

back and forth between them. So ministry leaders 

from other cities in the world come to Redeemer 

in NYC and say: “We admire many U.S. churches, 

but they are in places unlike our own country 

and culture. But NYC is very much like the largest 

cities in our own country—so we think much that 

“works” there will probably work here.”

What might we say are the “marks” of  
city-center cultures? 

1) The city-center is a culture of expertise. People 

who live in city centers are usually highly skilled 

and highly educated. 

Ministry implications: a) Artistic quality is very 

important. Amateurish art and music will not go 

over well, especially with the high percentage of 

center-city residents who are themselves artists. 

And the post-modern “turn” puts more emphasis 

on the visual, on graphics, and on embodiment. 

b) Communication needs to be very high in quality 

and be highly intelligent. There is a surprising 

amount of anti-intellectualism within the 

evangelical world. (People have noticed for years 

that campus fellowships at Ivy League schools are 

often very anti-intellectual and pietistic.) 

2) city-center people are living in their career. 

Many people work in order to come home and 

have a life. But city-center people essentially 

inhabit their careers. It is also so expensive to 

live in city centers that most have to work hard to 

make enough money to stay there. 

Ministry implications: You can’t just disciple 

people on how to be Christians in their private 

lives (e.g. prayer, witnessing, Bible study). Center-

city people don’t have much in the way of a 

“private life.” If you are in finance or art or acting 

or medicine your vocation dominates your life and 

your time. Discipleship must include how to be 

distinctively Christian within your job, including 

how to handle the peculiar temptations and ethical 

quandaries, and how to produce work in one’s field 

from a distinctly Christian world-view.

3) City-center people are very sexually active and 

believe their sexuality is completely private—that 
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is, their business alone. 

Ministry implications: There must be a lack of 

prudishness about sex, coupled with strong 

teaching on the Christian understanding of sex: 

that it is designed for lifetime commitment and for 

community-building, not personal gratification. 

The area of sex and gender is (currently) politically 

explosive, so it is crucial that teaching in this area 

be smart, irenic, and nuanced—in other words, 

carefully co-opting existing cultural narratives 

(about freedom, identity, and community, for 

example) while upholding a Biblical viewpoint. 

Even strong Christians in city-centers will be under 

great temptation to be sexually active in various 

ways that can undermine or destroy their spiritual 

effectiveness.

4) City-center people have consumer identities. 

Traditional culture had “thick” communities in 

which identity was experienced through one’s role 

in the family and society. Modern and post-modern 

culture thins out community (through mobility), 

and “frees” individuals to create their own identity. 

This leaves us vulnerable to consumerism, in 

which we obtain a sense of both status and 

distinctiveness by the things we purchase. 

Consumer-identities turn everything—including 

church—into commodities that are simply 

designed to meet needs. 

Ministry implications: The two points above—

consumerism and sexuality—pose enormous 

challenges to the church. Center-city people 

will spend most of their time achieving identity 

in work and accruing wealth and “consuming” 

church programs that help them along the way, 

instead of identifying with the church community 

and changing lives of others through sharing their 

wealth. City-center churches will need to develop a 

strong emphasis on the importance of commitment 

to community.

5) City-center people are the most rootless people 

(geographically, socially, historically) in the world. 

Modern capitalism uproots people from geography 

in the quest for work and money. The modern 

world-view has disdained the past and tended to 

make people also feel historically rootless. O
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Ministry implications: Post-moderns are extremely 

interested in the historic roots of the church. For 

this reason, a renewal of liturgy coupled with 

eclectic music and art (for example, drawing on 

opera, Mozart, jazz and gospel music) does a 

better job at addressing the longing for historic 

roots than does much of “contemporary worship”. 

In terms of geographic rootlessness, the city-

centre church recognizes the critical importance of 

both high quality and accessible small groups, and 

also the development of infra-structure to support 

Christians living long-term in cities (for example, 

schools, community centers, credit unions).

6) City-center people are ironic and suspicious 

of authority and institutions (especially religious 

ones.) Overly slick and glossy presentations 

are suspect. Sentimentality, earnestness, and 

“niceness” can seem phony and manipulative. 

There is disdain for the obvious in art and 

communication. 

Ministry implications: Leadership must take great 

pains to be open, not to hide information or be 

“political.” Worship leading and music can’t be 

sentimental or manipulative. Don’t use “we-them” 

language. Don’t be disrespectful to doubters. 

Communication needs to be free of evangelical 

“jargon”. The use of humor is extremely important 

(such as gentle, humble irony). It’s important 

to admit how faith and religion can be used to 

oppress people, and thus show that the gospel 

is the strongest critique of “religion.” But also 

challenge relentless cynicism. Deconstruct 

deconstructionism—show that doubts can actually 

be self-serving alternate beliefs.

7) City-center culture is very multi-ethnic and 

international, much more so than the suburbs or 

even than certain inner-city areas. 

Ministry implications: It is crucial for center-city 

churches to be as deliberately multi-ethnic as 

possible and to promote and celebrate diversity-

unity in Christ as evidence of the gospel’s power. 

Stress the gospel’s resources for embracing the 

“Other.” The more dominant cultural groups 

must humble themselves and “stretch” to make 

room for those less well-represented. Great care 

must be taken not to allow the church to be too 

beholden to one political party or political agenda, 

or cultural diversity will be hard to maintain. At 

the same time, each multi-ethnic church will be 

unavoidably different from the others, because the 

ethnic make-up of each church will be different.

8) City-center people are deeply concerned for 

justice and the poor. At least in principle! Most 

center-city people, because of their international 

connections and education, are less parochial 

and have a theoretical commitment to helping 

the poor—but their jobs and consumer identities 

prevent them from much concrete action on behalf 

of others. 

Ministry implications: Show that the gospel is 

the faith of choice for the poor of the world. 

They don’t embrace secularism, but Jesus! Show 

the resources of Christianity for having hope in 

the future. At the end of the Bible we don’t see 

individuals being taken out of the world into 

heaven, but heaven coming down to renew the 

world and cleanse it of evil, disease, injustice, 

death. Finally, your church cannot simply do the 

typical “charity” and volunteer programs. The 

church has to ask how it is going to really make a 

difference in its city for the poor. Most important 

of all is to have an extremely positive view of your 

city: Tell people the purpose of your ministry is not 

simply to create a great church but a great city. The 

church is there for the common good of the whole 

city (Jer 29:4ff.)

How did the Ministry of Redeemer  
Presbyterian Emerge?

My wife and I began Redeemer Presbyterian 

Church in Manhattan in 1989. We were sent by our 

denomination (PCA) to do so. We decided to focus 

our initial ministry on center-city professionals 

because the center of the metro area is the 

demographic and geographic key to the whole. 

Students, young professionals, immigrants come 

to the center first and then move out. So we went 

to the center to reach the whole. I discovered a 

ministry to young urban professionals that had 

brought several dozen people to faith. These new 

Christians did not have a church, yet, and had lots 

of non-Christian friends. About 40 of them came to 

begin the church and they were the key to it all.

The first three years were wonderful. About 100-

200 people a year were converted and the church 

grew to almost 1,000 in attendance within a couple 

of years. This was during a recession and a time in 

which very few people were moving into the city. 

So there was virtually no “transfer” growth.

Today there are about 5-6000  people coming in 

four services. The attendance is nearly 70% single, 

with an average age of about 30, and is 45% 

Asian, 45% Anglo, and 10% are a mix of black, 

Hispanic, and other cultural groups. We have 

planted 11 daughter churches in the metro NYC 

area and have given varying amounts of assistance 

to several dozen others church plants.

What are the emphases and practices that 
form an engaging “chemistry” at Redeemer?

Our worship is more liturgical and sacramental, 

and our music is very eclectic. This fits both the 

sensibilities of New Yorkers and my own beliefs 

about resisting consumerism. (Calvin was quite big 

on liturgy and the sacraments.)

We aim to create a counter-culture of justice and 

peace which works for the common good of the 

city. We are much concerned about the “new 

heavens and new earth”—that is, about “hope” in 

the sense that N.T. Wright and Jürgen Moltmann 

talk about. And our approach to apologetics has 

been influenced a lot by Lesslie Newbigin.

However, despite our emphasis on the church, 

the sacraments, and justice, we try to carefully 

deconstruct legalism (like Luther and Kierkegaard 

did), and we emphasize the individual conversion 

experience in similar fashion to Jonathan Edwards.

I also believe in the importance of narrative, 

Christo-centric preaching.

All of this is classically Reformed, but in every case 

the older Reformed thinkers anticipated moves 

that now are being incorporated by those who are 

seeking to reach post-moderns. All I did was draw 

on the classical resources to help me think things 
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CHURCHES WILL BE EFFECTIVE IN  
CITY-CENTERS IF THEY: 

Hold the historic Christian gospel—orthodox and 

Biblical in doctrine and practice, but are neither 

legalistic nor liberal, neither doctrinalist nor 

pietist, neither individualistic nor collectivistic.

Have a positive regard for the city; recognize that it 

is the most strategic possible place for ministry.

Neither over or under adapt to the culture of those 

in their surrounding neighborhood and culture.

Are intensely, creatively evangelistic and effective 

in reaching not just people who are already 

traditional or conservative but who are very 

secular.

Relentlessly emphasize and seek to build strong, 

“thick” counter-cultural Christian community in 

cities, especially through cell groups.

Are holistic, ministering in both word and deed to 

their community and the poor in extremely creative 

and generous ways.

Have a bias toward being multi-ethnic—seek to be 

at least as multi-ethnic as their neighborhood.

Are arts and culture-friendly; both supportive of 

Christian witness in “secular work” and willing to 

train people for cultural leadership, not just church 

leadership.

See church planting as a ministry as natural and 

important as discipleship, music, education, and 

pastoral care.
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through more theologically.

What are the Ministry Marks of Effective  
City-Center Churches?

It is important for the worship to be incarnational. 

Contemporary culture has little patience for long 

strings of logic and for abstract thinking in general. 

There must be a balance here. God gave us a 

book of words. Nevertheless, the doctrine of the 

incarnation and the genres of the Bible give us 

resources for appealing to a non-abstract culture, 

especially in worship. How? 

First, with Christo-centric, experiential preaching. 

People in our society will respond to narrative 

and story. They tend not to like the older kind 

of preaching that simply enunciated doctrinal 

principles. Neither will they be as excited about 

the newer, user-friendly sermons of seeker-

churches on “How to Handle Fear,” or “How to 

Balance Your Life”. But a Christo-centric preaching 

approach sees the whole Bible as essentially one 

big Story with a central plot-line: God restores the 

world lost in Eden by intervening in history to call 

out and form a new humanity. This intervention 

climaxes in Jesus Christ, who accomplishes 

salvation for us when we could not accomplish 

it for ourselves. While only a minority of Biblical 

passages actually give the whole storyline, every 

Biblical text must be placed within that storyline to 

be understood. 

This understanding of preaching, then, turns all 

preaching into “narrative preaching”—even if it is 

an exposition of Deuteronomy, Proverbs, or James. 

Every sermon is a story in which the plot of the 

human dilemma thickens, and the hero that comes 

to the rescue is Jesus. Christo-centric preaching 

converts doctrinal lectures or little how-to talks 

into “narrative” preaching, but that still requires 

careful, close Biblical exposition of texts.

Furthermore, people in our society do not just 

want intellectual propositions. For them life’s 

meaning is grounded in what they experience. If 

we understand that the purpose of preaching is 

not only to make the truth clear but also to make 

the truth real to the hearts of the listeners, we 

will have a kind of preaching that is committed 

to objective truth and, at the same time, deeply 

experiential.

The “informational” view of preaching conceives 

of preaching as changing people’s lives after the 

sermon. They listen to the sermon, take notes, 

and then apply the Biblical principles during the 

week. But this assumes that our main problem is 

a lack of compliance to Biblical principles when, 

in fact, our problems are actually due to a lack 

of joy and belief in the gospel. If that’s our real 

problem, then the purpose of preaching is to make 

Christ so real to the heart that in the sermon itself 

people have an experience of God’s grace such 

that false idols and false saviors lose their power 

and grip on us on the spot. That’s the experiential 

view of preaching we see in someone like Jonathan 

Edwards.

Second, we incarnate worship with artistic 

excellence and liturgical richness. Here we get 

into choppy waters! I do not believe there is just 

one “style” of worship that will reach everyone in 

city-centers. City-centers are the most culturally 

diverse places on earth. What we see in general, 

however, is this:

•Classical music and liturgy appeals to highly-

educated and older persons. “High” cultural 

forms are those that, by definition, require 

training to appreciate.

•Praise/worship approaches are far more likely 

to bring together a diversity of racial groups—

black, Hispanic, Asian.

•Young professional Anglos, especially of the 

artistic bent, are attracted to a “fusion” of 

the liturgical and historical with the more 

contemporary musical forms. 

•Baby Boomer families are very attracted 

to “seeker-sensitive” worship and a more 

a-historical, sentimental approach, using 

contemporary Christian songs.

There is some real potential in the movement 

of what could be called “fusion” worship (or 

Ancient-Future worship) in which rich liturgical 

and sacramental worship is combined with both 

classical and contemporary music.

For one thing, it probably will be less off-putting 

to non-Christians than contemporary praise 

and worship. The post-modern need for roots, 

narrative, and experience is not met well by 

an a-historical, seeker-sensitive contemporary 

worship—which will often be experienced 

as “cheesy”. Furthermore, the post-modern 

skepticism and fear of emotional manipulation 

turns them off to the more emotionally intense, 

sentimental, charismatic contemporary worship. 

Yet its emphasis on experience make it far less 

cognitive than traditionally Protestant, free 

church worship. And its willingness to mix in 

contemporary elements make it more accessible 

than the straight Liturgical worship.

There is a lot of silliness going on, however. A 

warehouse is bought, icons are projected on 

the wall, candles are lit everywhere—all this to 

evoke a sense of tradition, history, timelessness, 

and mystery. But often these churches are not 

embedded in any actual tradition. Unless the 

churches get embedded in a real ecclesial and 

theological tradition—Reformed, Anglican, 

Orthodox, Catholic, Free Church, Lutheran, 

Methodist, Holiness, etc.—they won’t last. The 

pastiche of traditional elements won’t cohere and 

ultimately serve as nothing more than a kind of 

marketing.

One more point. The strength and power of 

African Anglicanism shows that the liturgical 

can be combined with emotionally expressive 

contemporary music and sensibilities. So this 

“ecumenical fusion” may have a bright future as 

world Christianity increasingly becomes non-white.

As noted above, the music and art must be 

excellent. Since a variety of music is needed in 

city-center churches—not just white soft-pop 

music—it takes a much greater skill-set to produce 

the music than an amateur “worship-band”.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 22 
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Cutting Edge sat down with Greater Boston 

Vineyard pastor Dave Schmelzer to glean some 

wisdom from how to connect with the educated, 

professional urban crowd.

Is reaching folks in urban city centres more dif-

ficult than in the suburbs or rural areas? Only, says 

Cambridge Vineyard senior pastor Dave Schmelzer, 

if you require those who want to become followers 

of Jesus to also adhere to Republican, conservative 

politics. 

But what if you take a different approach?

A professional writer who moved from the home 

of Stanford University to the home of Harvard 

and MIT, Schmelzer showed up in Cambridge, 

Massachusetts thinking he was simply going to 

help a friend plant a church. Various circumstances 

converged in such a way, however, that soon after 

arriving he found himself the senior pastor to this 

fledgling church plant. Shelving plans to write the 

next Great American Novel and, armed with a semi-

nary degree and a certain trepidation, he began to 

work at the task of reaching those the evangelical 

church finds challenging to reach: smart, highly 

educated, well-paid young professionals living in 

the fast lane of America’s leading cities. People 

who, in other words, are the cultural leaders of 

America.
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Missional Church Planting

Planting a church in the urban setting can be chal-

lenging to anyone, of course, even those who grew 

up in the city. According to Schmelzer, it’s getting 

over that hurdle of understanding that people in 

urban areas, particularly highly educated and pro-

fessional ones like Cambridge, simply don’t think 

in same way as those living in rural or suburban 

areas. Which requires a very missional mindset. 

“It wasn’t until after I had been pastoring for 

some time that I realized how rare it was for local 

church pastors in America to think of themselves 

as American missionaries,” Schmelzer says. 

“Missionaries learn everything about a culture 

before they go into it. If you want to understand 

the heart of a Muslim, you live with him and his 

family. You spend time with them. You understand 

why they think the way they do. But we often don’t 

approach church planting that way, particularly in 

urban areas.”

But Schmelzer isn’t about to start pointing fingers. 

His own discovery of this reality didn’t come about 

until he realized his own church wasn’t going to 

make it unless some things changed.

“I came out of a Vineyard church, so I was doing 

what I had seen modeled,” Schmelzer says. “We 

started out with 45 minutes of worship, followed by 

teaching and then some prophetic words. But after 

a few Sundays, we said, “This isn’t working. But 

why?” We stepped back and tried to look at what 

was happening. People weren’t worshiping—they 

were looking at us like they were absolutely 

creeped out.”

In a search for answers, Schmelzer telephoned  

a church that was reaching a similar demograph-

ic. The pastor suggested that, instead of having 

worship comprise the entire opening portion of 

the service, they sing one song to gather every-

one together, then preach, and then worship. 

The next week, Schmelzer convinced his worship 

leader to try it once—and they’ve done it that 

way ever since.

“It was a small insight, but these insights began to 

build up,” says Schmelzer, whose church now aver-

ages around 1,000 weekly attendees and meets 

in a beautiful, massive Catholic cathedral they 

purchased from the Boston diocese last year. “After 

we switched the format of the service, we had a 

few people who would walk out during worship at 

the end. But that’s fine. It lets people take part as 

they’re comfortable, without feeling like the culture 

of the church is assaulting them.”

Those small insights, however, eventually became 

large insights. One shift was in understanding what 

it meant to share the Gospel.

“During this process of discovering how we were 

going to reach this community, we began asking 

how committed we were to right-wing evangelical 

causes—abortion, gay marriage, nation of Israel, 

war for democracy in the Middle East,” he says. 

“And we realized that wasn’t what we’re about. 

Those aren’t the most important things.

“We looked around us at all the small evangelical 

churches in our area, and for them it was an issue 

of courage to stand up for all these evangelical 

causes. But they weren’t reaching people. We 

realized that we were doomed if we tell people 

they have to sign off on all these political issues 

before they can follow Jesus. You’re not going to 

reach anybody here with that approach. But when 

we stepped back to ask “what are we really trying 

to do?”, we wanted to help people encounter the 

living Lord in way that’s transformative and trans-

forms things around them.”

Schmelzer suggests that many churches simply 

preach to the choir politically—be that a conserva-

tive or liberal congregation. And simply bashing 

other political perspectives rarely changes anyone’s 

minds. “Do conservatives read a New York Times 

editorial,” Schmelzer says, “and say, “Oh, I’ve been 

so wrong. I’m going to change my view on this 

issue!”? Of course not. But that same approach is 

what many church plants try to take into the urban 

areas with evangelical social agenda. And they 
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Greater Boston Vineyard pastor Dave Schmelzer 

loves self-discovery, which explains why he won’t 

tell you what to do when it comes to urban church 

planting. However, he does have a few questions 

potential church planters might want to ask them-

selves as they begin this process.

1. Do you like the city you’re planting in or hoping 

to plant in?

2.. Would you move there if you weren’t planting 

a church?

a. If not, do you have an incredible  

cross-cultural gifting?

b. If so, do you like the secular culture there?

3. What type of people do you like and who would 

you like to meet?

4. On what terms would you like to help them 

profoundly meet Jesus while keeping true to who 

you are?

A negative answer to any of these first three 

questions might make you want to reconsider a 

move toward urban church planting. According 

to Schmelzer, your heart has to be for the people 

you’re trying to reach.

-END
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miss out on incredible opportunities as a result.”

Of course, it’s key that a church planter genuinely 

like the people they’re trying to reach, and feel a 

degree of affinity with them. “I actually find that 

I love the heart of liberals more than anything,” 

Schmelzer admits. “Where I grew up in San Diego, 

if you were a passionate or intense person, people 

would tell you to just chill out. I always thought, 

“I’ve got to get out of here. I don’t fit in here.” Then 

I moved to San Francisco and lived in the heart of 

a very active gay and lesbian community. Many of 

them were angry, and were often engaged in pick-

ets and marches and that sort of thing. And I loved 

them! I often thought, “You are the most interesting 

person I’ve ever met. And you’re like me—because 

you care.” If life’s about nothing, I can’t handle it. 

And I could really identify and connect from that 

perspective.”

Bounded Set vs. Center Set

The seed for much of Schmelzer’s thinking on 

these matters was sown in a talk he heard Todd 

Hunter give on defining the Vineyard church culture 

as compared to other cultures. And the more he 

thought about ministry to unchurched liberals into 

this idea about culture, the more it made sense.

According to Schmelzer, bounded set is the idea 

that there are circles all around us that group 

together people who are like-minded and agree 

with us. And for many churches, the bounded-set 

approach to ministry is to get as many people as 

possible into your circle, agreeing with your ideas 

and values. The boundary is formed by certain clear 

markers which define who’s “outside” the circle 

and who’s “inside” the circle. 

Centered-set is the idea that Jesus is at the defin-

ing center of things—there’s not so much a clear, 

definable boundary as there is the simple reality 

that we are all in varying degrees in proximity to 

Jesus—perhaps moving toward him, perhaps not 

moving at all, or perhaps moving away.

“In a conservative community, there isn’t much 

wrong with operating with a bounded-set phi-

losophy,” Schmelzer said. “In a conservative com-

munity, people tend to think alike, and they want 

structure. Ministry will naturally look different 

there, because you’re all working within a com-

mon cultural set of values and assumptions. But 

in a community like Boston or New York or San 

Fransisco, it’s a completely different story. And 

bounded-set thinking is ministry suicide.

“Thus, a “taking a stand” approach to ministry 

would be understood by secular people as follow-

ing Jesus is equated with a bounded set of ideas. 

And I’m not saying those causes might not be 

important. I’m just saying they aren’t the primary 

thing. The primary thing is moving people toward 

Jesus.”

These aren’t just nice theories; Schmelzer is very 

much a practitioner. A quick glance around the 

sanctuary on a Sunday morning reveals that this 

approach to ministry is reaching across a broad 

spectrum of ethnicities and age. 

One young woman, who is now one of the leaders 

at the Cambridge Vineyard, began attending the 

church with leading new age author Mary Anne 

Williams in an attempt to “steal a few secrets” 

and learn how to make a “spiritual” group grow. 

Instead, she was captivated by the message, and 

began returning week after week. She was simply 

interested in the message preached—and she 

started trying the various practices she heard sug-

gested each Sunday. Bit by bit, she began experi-

encing a transformation in her life.

“Just Try It”

The Cambridge Vineyard is purposefully disarming 

in the way the Gospel is presented. The language 

and the tone of gentleness and humility say as 

much as the message itself. Instead of giving rous-

ing altar calls or engaging the church in a typical 

ministry experience at the end of the sermon, the 

teacher delivers a challenge.

“At the end of every sermon, we try to have mul-

tiple things that anybody could try—we like to call 

them “faith experiments,” said Brian Housman, a 

staff pastor at the Cambridge Vineyard who regu-

larly speaks on Sunday mornings. “We try very hard 

to make sure that it would be challenging to a long-

time follower of Jesus, yet accessible to someone 

who is considering and wondering what this is all 

about. In my conversations with people, I say, “This 

has worked out for me and it has helped me in my 

life. Why don’t you try it?”

“We could give them something as simple to do 

as asking God for something or thanking God for 

your day and see if it makes your day better. We 

tell people they don’t have to believe in God to do 

this stuff. Just be open about it, try it, and see what 

happens.”

Worship pastor Christopher Grecco adds that aside 

from presenting the Gospel with humility, expec-

tancy must also be seasoned with patience.

“Dave has led us into thinking that instead of 

everybody being hostile and bunkering in against 

Christians, there are a lot of people that are 

curious and open,” Grecco says. “When I’m in a 

conversation with someone who says something 

that’s heretical, it’s unimportant in the big scheme 

of things. What’s important is that we’re having a 

conversation—and I’ll just keep praying for that 

person. I might not have “shared the Gospel” with 

them, but we had a really positive interaction—as 

compared to other interactions they’ve had with 

Christians. Hopefully this is an interaction they 

might remember. They might think, “Oh, that’s what 

it means to be a person of faith.”

“For us, it also means being satisfied with a longer 

process. Some people come to faith in impercep-

tible ways as opposed on a certain date, place, and 

time.”

Lean on Calling

Planting a church in an area that is resistant to 

the Gospel is difficult—and Schmelzer has had his 

share of missteps.

“As a church planter, I think we’ve got to lean on 

our calling as hard as we can,” Schmelzer says. 

“We’ve done a ton of things that were overtly 

fool-hardy, and even felt that way at the time. For 

instance, we took some interest in racial reconcili-

ation and really feel like that’s the heart of God 

for this community. I think most believers believe 

that’s a good thing. Most Christians think it’s a 

good thing, but it offends everybody of all ethnici-
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ties, which is why many people don’t do it.

“But we brought in friends of ours who are experts 

at this. And after their message, we lost about 150 

people for good who had been coming regularly. 

When you lose a quarter of your church from one 

sermon—who could have predicted that? They 

didn’t do anything wrong, and their stuff was chal-

lenging. However, I realized that I didn’t prepare 

our people. We just dumped this on them, and 

they didn’t see it coming. That was painful. I got 

so many angry e-mails. We lost people, but we 

thought it was relevant to the people in our area.

“Then one year at our Easter service, we brought 

in this professional actor who enacted the scene of 

Abraham sacrificing Isaac. And as I began to think 

about it, I wondered, What does that have to do 

with Easter? But we said, let’s do it. And we lost a 

good 20 percent of our congregation. Yet in all of 

that, I felt like the Lord was saying, “If you’re so 

worried about taking risks, you can never be who 

I’ve called you to be.”

“And that’s when we really lean on our calling and 

follow what God has placed in our hearts to do. It’s 

his church—we just need to be obedient to what he 

has called us to do no matter what the cost.”

-END
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How would you sum up your approach  
to ministry?

I think a good deal of what we do might boil down 

to trying to help connect people in our city to an 

actual, living God and letting him do the rest. 

And we give some thought to how we might create 

a delightful experience of church for folks. That 

strikes me as a bit different than the church has 

done in the modern era, when efficient transmis-

sion of facts might have been the dominant hope, 

and the idea of crafting something “delightful” 

would have seemed incomprehensibly froofy. A 

good part of concern is communicating how people 

can move towards a life that is delightful.

A friend recently pointed me to a business book 

called A Whole New Mind: Why Right-Brainers Will 

Rule the Future, by Daniel H. Pink. She thought of 

me because she said, “this is what we do in our 

church, right here!” Pink makes the case that “left-

brain” white-collar work will increasingly be farmed 

out to places that can do it cheaper—such as what 

we’re seeing in India and Russia for things like 

accounting, software development, engineering, 

and so forth. What will become the new wave of 

the successful Western economy, Pink argues, will 

be right-brain things like design, story, symphony, 

empathy, play and meaning (these are his terms). 

And I agree with my friend—I think our church 

attempts pretty much all of these things. So our 

response would be a tad more right-brained than 

left-brained. And perhaps like good post-moderns, 

it seems to me that we don’t do a to lot to help our 

folks think about things. I spend remarkably little 

time—and I don’t think anyone on our staff spends 

any more time on this, either—trying to help 

people form opinions or form “a godly world view.” 

Personally, I don’t sense a great felt need for that, 

so that probably dictates what I pass onto others. 

I’m always just looking for more ways to like my 

life. And I’m trying to learn more and more to look 

to God to give me that life. 

What kind of impact has your new  
building played?

We meet in a beautiful, old Catholic church that 

we’ve refurbished, so it has a tinge of a modern 

sensibility now. I found the building so appealing. 

Unlike some folks in our church, I have no negative 

associations with Catholicism (I grew up atheist 

and then found the Vineyard). For the year after we 

moved into the new building we only grew around 

5%. But this year we’ve opened up a second site 

in Boston and, as I write this, we’ve grown 20% to 

25% at both sites. 

Sexuality is a big, politically-charged topic in 
your context. How have you handled it?

Yes, this has been a big topic for us, and it’s cer-

tainly a central question about churches in our city, 

particularly since the implementing of gay marriage 

by our state supreme court. 

We’ve discovered that we’re one of the few 

churches in town that actually ministers, fairly 

intensively, around issues relating to homosexual-

ity (with a large, vibrant Living Waters program 

and some drop-in groups). And we’ve found that 

this type of ministry doesn’t mix well with lots of 

statement-making about homosexuality. When I’ve 

asked some of my pastor friends who do make 

pronouncements on these subjects if they actually 

minister much to people who regard themselves as 

gay, they tell me they don’t. So, while we get many 

questions about our “stance” on homosexuality, 

both from the right and the left, we tend to invite 

the questioners into conversations with thoughtful 

folks from our church rather than sending some 

official memo. It does seem to me that helping peo-

ple make wise, life-giving choices around sexuality 

and marriage is super-important, and we devote a 

fair amount of resourses to that. 

People in cities like Boston are busy, smart, 
idealistic, and deeply committed to their 
careers. Many of them are not really looking 
to the church for “meaning”, and their careers 
often take up all their time and energy. What 
does that mean in terms of volunteers, new 
ministries, and so forth?

Well, yes, you’ve hit a nerve with that question. It’s 

a real problem. Our church is high on brilliance and 

short on execution. For all the insanely smart peo-

ple in our church, finding someone who can happily 

duplicate sermon tapes seems to be beyond us. 

(And heaven knows I don’t want to do it, so I fit 

right in.) As you very rightly point out, we’re short 

on people who uniquely look to us for meaning in 

their otherwise boring life. 

I think we’re doing a modestly better job at help-

ing people get connected to the actual needs in 

their neighborhoods (“modestly” better being the 

key word) and that calls out creativity and gifting 

in some people. In terms of volunteer time, we 

require members both to serve once a month on a 

Sunday morning service team—so I’ll see my friend 

who is a dean at Harvard lugging coffee out to the 

café—and to regularly attend a small group. 

-END

Dave Schmelzer is the senior 

pastor at the Greater Boston 

Vineyard. He and his wife, Grace, 

have five children. Before par-

ticipating in the founding of the 

Cambridge Vineyard, Dave worked 

as a playwright and saw two of his plays profes-

sionally produced on the west coast. A San Diego 

native, he graduated from Stanford University with 

a B.A. in English Literature and Creative Writing, 

and he received his M.A. in Theology from Fuller 

Theological Seminary. He still loves to write fiction, 

and he also loves to follow sports, play with his 

kids, see artsy movies with Grace, and take vaca-

tions to warm places.
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Here are some great ways Dave Schmelzer sug-

gests you can share the Gospel with your friends. 

1. Actively schedule meals with people. “Jesus 

was always telling his disciples to go eat with 

people,” Schmelzer says. “Spend time with them. 

There’s something about sharing meals because 

we always find Jesus doing that.”

2. Actively bless and affirm people. Jesus told 

his disciples, “When you enter a house, first say, 

“Peace to this house.’ If a man of peace is there, 

your peace will rest on him; if not, it will return to 

you” (Luke 10:5-6). Schmelzer says, “Not blessing 

people limits your effectiveness. Jesus sees that 

person as a person God created—and he likes 

that person. And we should bless them. Even if we 

don’t agree with them.”

3. Actively pray for “six.” At the Greater Boston 

Vineyard, attendees—even those who aren’t 

believers—are encouraged to pray for six people 

they know and have regular contact with. “We tell 

them to pray for those six people that they would 

experience the good things Jesus has to offer 

them,” he says. 

-END
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Dave Schmelzer talks about the unique culture of 

their church.

The Greater Boston Vineyard has proven to be a 

unique church in ways perhaps both good and 

just… different! People who’ve grown up in church-

es have often had to make some adjustments to 

thrive here. For some folks, these adjustments have 

felt like gifts from heaven. For others, it’s been a 

harder road, and many of these folks end up feeling 

as though they’d do better in a church that’s more 

similar to churches in their past. 

In these remarks, we take a stab at characterizing 

what to many people have felt like noteworthy cul-

tural features here. Please do realize that any one 

of these observations might not ring as true to your 

experience as it might have for others. And please 

also realize that these comments are not intended 

to be a critique of any other believing church. 

The bottom line for all believers and churches, of 

course, remains that we love God with all our heart, 

soul, mind and strength, and that we love our 

neighbor as ourselves! To anyone who’s shooting 

for that, we offer a hearty “you go!” But, all that 

said, we do hope these comments will paint a help-

ful picture of what to expect here.

Many people have found the Greater Boston Vineyard to be:

1. High-faith

Much of what goes right for people here ends up 

coming down to the risks of faith they actually 

take. People try things and Jesus himself validates 

their choice. This is in contrast, say, to being 

“high-belief.” What most people find to be at stake 

here is not the fervency of their convictions on 

issues surrounding Christian faith, but their actual 

willingness to step out in faith. Most of our staff, 

for instance, need to depend on God for enough 

money to sustain them—and still continue to give 

generously even when they’re not exactly sure how 

their own needs will be met. 

As well, people who thrive here generally notice 

that, in sermons, they’re rarely given new things to 

believe or think about, but rather are pretty much 

always given new things to try to do. This is not a 

ruse. It’s in actually trying to do those things that 

people who thrive here actually find life.

Another way we show our faith is by encouraging 

and promoting big dreams. We expect big things 

from God, for our church as a whole and for the 

individual members of it. We talk a lot about wacky 

dreams we have (like our dream of becoming a 

church of 10,000 people within our generation); 

and we encourage people to pursue their own 

dreams of what God is calling them to do.

For some people, this can feel like a culture of 

“doing” rather than “being.” It can feel unduly fast-

paced. We hope we do value our inner life with God 

and our great relationships with others. We hope 

we do value—and teach—Sabbath, rest, and fun. 

But it’s clearly true that people who’ve done best 

here very much like new adventures, big dreams, 

and swimming in a sea of fresh initiatives.

2. Light on Jargon

This is not to say we don’t find ourselves developing 

our own jargon! It’s hard to avoid that—although 

we do our best to nip it in the bud. But we’re eager 

to speak in terms that the average secularist would 

understand. We recognize that that changes from 

culture to culture. But, in our context, that means 

that anyone who speaks publicly is careful with 

phrases like, perhaps, “the Word” (choosing instead 

“the Bible”). We do our best to be conscious to 

explain things in most settings, rarely making 

assumptions that we’re talking to people familiar 

with church rhetoric or with the Bible.

3. Leadership-focused

Our hope is to reward people primarily for one 

thing: leading other people—whether that’s one or 

two people or hordes and hordes—rather than, say, 

knowing or teaching lots of interesting stuff. 

This is our plan for “Christian growth” or disciple-

ship for our people. On occasion I’m asked what 

our plan is for “grounding” our people into a rich 

and growing godly life. Our plan is to provide plen-

ty of training to help people actually start leading 

others towards God.

One consequence of this is that, increasingly, 

people find themselves leading others when they 

themselves have only known Jesus a short time. 

We’re eager to get people moving this direction, 

believing they’ll grow fastest this way, set them-

selves on a path towards a lifetime of ministry, and 

even have greater impact than they would if they 

were to wait until they “knew more” before leading.

This causes mess! Some of these new leaders have 

moral falls. Others allow some actual heresy or 

clear dysfunction in their groups in ways that would 

rarely happen with more seasoned believers. We 

embrace this mess in order to get the good stuff. 

In our view, the way forward with God by definition 

goes through leading others, and starting now.

4. Eclectic

We draw from many influences that often aren’t 

found in the same place: Thomas a’Kempis and 

Dutch Sheets, Richard Rohr and Rick Warren, Brian 

McLaren and Merlin Carothers, Dan Fuller and Dale 

Carnegie, Andy Comiskey and Randy Clark. You may 

only know a few of these names, which perhaps 

proves the point! Holding things in tension, tak-

ing the good from people from a wide variety of 

perspectives while not worrying unduly about their 

limitations (or, on occasions, heresies)—we do 

that, but not everyone likes it. 

A corollary of this is that we are collegial. We 

expect each of our staff to learn from and contrib-

ute to each other staff person. On occasion we’ve 

had some very gifted leaders who, in the end, were 

happy to impart their passions but had very little 

interest in or ability to engage with others’ pas-

sions. They’ve left. 

Another corollary of this is that we’re looking to 

be multi-cultural. It’s hard to pull off and there are 

widely varying standards of what “pulling this off” 

looks like. But we recognize that we can’t become 

what we’re called to be without learning from as 

many cultural/ethnic/racial/socio-economic per-

spectives as possible.

5. Cheerful

We talk a lot about the importance and accessibil-

ity of joy. For some people, this can feel at odds 
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with an ability to go deep, to feel pain, to be real. 

We hope this isn’t true, as we value those things 

and have done our best to create settings in which 

to seriously explore our pain. But it’s undoubtedly 

true that people who thrive here believe in prais-

ing God in all circumstances, and praising him in 

such a way that could actually lead to cheer. 

This also connects with a fundamental understand-

ing we have that everything we do out of obedi-

ence to God we’re also doing for our own blessing. 

God really is the path to the good life! And so any 

gallows humor in the midst of faithful ministry, any 

rolling of the eyes in cynicism about “church” or—

heaven forbid—God himself would be taken very 

seriously here. If we personally are not finding life 

in aggressively pursuing God, there’s really nothing 

else we have in our arsenal to offer others. In our 

experience, the promise of heaven doesn’t cut it as 

a motivator of whole-hearted obedience. For that, 

the promise must be a wonderfully-transformed 

life. And that’s a cheery prospect.

6. Centered-set

One of the most frequently-asked questions we 

get is why we so rarely take public positions 

on controversial issues of the day. What’s our 

“Christian take” on current political choices? On 

current legislation about, say, abortion or homo-

sexuality? It’s assumed that churches will weigh 

in on one side or the other. In fact, to these folks, 

that weighing-in on such issues is central to why 

churches exist at all—to be the “moral center” of 

our secular (or fundamentalist—depending on the 

questioner’s point of view) culture. Any failure to 

fulfill these expectations can only be attributed to 

one thing: cowardice! To an unwillingness to take 

the heat from God’s enemies that run our world! 

Perhaps you’ve felt this way as you’ve wanted to 

hear affirmation of issues dear to you.

But perhaps there’s another way to understand this 

choice. Our belief is that—to the detriment of their 

mission—churches traditionally play the role of a 

“bounded set.” In this understanding, a bounded 

set is any set that is defined by a series of cultural 

choices—anti- (or pro-) abortion, Democrat-leaning 

(or Republican-leaning), gay-affirming (or un-affirm-

ing). Under this thinking, of course churches will 

always fall under some clear definitions—conser-

vative or liberal, for example. There’s just no way 

around that kind of labeling, and so of course it’s 

important to find out what sort of church you’re in 

by finding out their positions on issues of the day.

But what if there’s another option? For our pur-

poses, let’s call that option “centered-set.” In 

this case, rather than the image being a circle (so 

you’re either in or out of the bounded set; you’re 

Republican or you’re Democrat; you’re pro-gay 

marriage or anti-gay marriage, etc.), the image is 

a dot. And the dot here, the center of the set, is 

Jesus. Around the dot are an endless array of other 

dots—you, me, and everyone else on earth. These 

dots are all in motion either towards or away from 

Jesus. Our role is to help encourage all dots we can 

to target themselves towards Jesus, knowing that, 

if they do, they’ll experience actual life from him. 

Paul, after all, says that he resolves to know noth-

ing except Jesus Christ and Him crucified.

This means, to us, that we don’t spend so much 

time defining what the society around us should 

do or not do. We give ourselves to helping as many 

people as possible target themselves towards the 

infinite blessings Jesus wants to give them. 

But this can prove to be an acquired taste. Some 

people love this and feel freed by this focus on Jesus 

rather than on rules or opinions. Others feel unsafe.

7. Passionate to reach secular people

As a church, we feel a mission to reach people who 

otherwise would not likely connect with a church. 

We’ve given lots and lots of thought about connect-

ing with Blue State liberals. This can feel like a cul-

ture shock to people familiar with some churches, 

where in all good faith, the mission has been to be a 

good church for people looking for a good church. 

We have many dreams as a church: from pursuing 

justice and reconciliation to being a great place for 

personal healing and connecting with God through 

the power of the Holy Spirit to reaching people for 

Jesus all over the world. But, in honesty, all those 

flow from this fundamental commitment.

—END
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You may have noticed that, as a movement, the 

Vineyard is pretty white. (Very white, in fact.) But 

that’s changing in some fundamental ways that 

give us great hope for the future.  

Of course, many of our urban churches are already 

quite multi-ethnic. (You can read about one of 

them in this issue of Cutting Edge—The River in 

Manhattan, which was planted out of the Greater 

Boston Vineyard. The church is pastored by Charles 

Park, who is Korean, and a multi-ethnic team. The 

church congregation is roughly one-third Asian, 

one-third white, and one-third black.)

And we’ve also begun to focus on multi-ethnic 

churches in various regional Vineyard conferences, 

as well. For example, the Southeast regional 

conference this year featured as its main speaker 

George Yancey, a scholar in race and community, 

and one of the worship sessions was led with 

Latino flair by a great worship team from the Miami 

Vineyard (itself a notably multi-ethnic church).

We’re trying to take seriously the picture in 

Revelation 7:9 of “every nation and tribe and peo-

ple and language” worshiping before the throne of 

God. We in the Vineyard are not tribalists. We hop-

ing to become church communities that reach out 

across racial and ethnic lines and learn to re-experi-

ence our faith with a new kind of richness.  

Discussions are starting on this subject with folks 

from around the country. You’ll be hearing more 

about it at the national conference. And we’ll be 

bringing you more on the subject right here in the 

pages of Cutting Edge, too. But, if you’re looking 

to get a jump on things, you could start by reading 

the books Divided by Faith and United by Faith (an 

interview with a principal author of both books, 

the sociologist Michael Emerson, can be found in a 

previous issue of Cutting Edge) as well as George 

Yancey’s practically-oriented One Body, One Spirit.  

And if you’d like to get in touch with this fledgling 

task force, we’d love to hear from you. Feel free to 

e-mail me at mail@bostonvineyard.org.

—END
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In every real person the will for life
is also the will for joy.

“
”

         Karl Barth
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A new Vineyard church is currently being planted 

in the heart of Manhattan. Here’s a snapshot of 

how it’s going.

Caroline and I came to New York in the summer of 

2004 from Boston. I was one of the two founding 

pastors of the Cambridge Vineyard, which in seven 

years grew in attendance from 30 to 1,000 (in a 

section of the country where 2% of the population 

goes to church). So, we arrived in New York with 

a core team of ten brave souls and lots of high 

hopes. But, what greeted us were hard times…and 

more hard times. Our first service was well attend-

ed; but then, each week, fewer and fewer people 

showed up, which put a real dent in our self-confi-

dence. We then had serious financial troubles, and 

began to wonder if we were going to be able to 

pay the rent month to month. Compounding every-

thing was increased dissension within the leader-

ship team. But, somehow, God kept assuring us to 

hang in there. And, slowly—there was no one thing 

that “did it”—things started to turn around. We 

now have about 150 in attendance each Sunday, 

and are seeing a lot of lives change. 

One of the really exciting things we’ve recently 

seen is a program we launched last fall to con-

nect with more people. It’s built around a website 

we created called www.AskSeekClick.com. By 

God’s providence, we connected with a market-

ing executive who had helped launch the Tommy 

Hilfiger brand. He helped us build an innovative 

way to engage with people across New York City: 

using subway ads and postcards—which featured 

Camus, Bardot, and Woody Allen—we invited peo-

ple to check out our website. When people go to 

www.AskSeekClick.com they discover short video 

clips of members from our church talking about 

the deeper issues of life in ways that are not very 

“religious”, but easy to engage with. At the end 

of the website, the person watching is invited to a 

free dinner to discuss the “fullness of life.”

We were amazed at the result. We had 220 people 

show up to the dinner—only 70 of whom were 

from our church. I would estimate that approxi-

mate 120 were completely un-churched: new-agers 

into crystal healing, former black Muslims, spiritu-

alists, Christians who had been thoroughly disil-

lusioned by church. There was a real buzz in the 

air as presenters gave provocative talks aimed at 

fostering discussions around 25 dinner tables. The 

whole evening felt inviting and attractive. After the 

dinner, about 55 people indicated interest in an 

Alpha course, another 20 indicated interest in our 

church, and an additional 40 in the next dinner.   

One of our church leaders brought a few of her co-

workers at her architecture-design firm. The next 

day, her whole workplace was buzzing about the 

dinner. Those who attended were telling everyone 

at work to make sure to go to the next one. She 

even got called in by her boss to talk for quite 

some time about spirituality, church, and ideas 

about what made for a full life. (See her email to 

me on the next page)

Now, let me be perfectly honest: the work it takes 

to capture this momentum, and to help people 

take the next step from attending the dinner to 

actually attending church (or an Alpha course) 

was much greater than we anticipated, and I don’t 

think we did as good a job as we could have in 

closing that gap. So, we have work ahead of us 

on that front—but we are already thinking about 

how to do that in a better way next time. But in a 

place like Manhattan, where life is lived at such 

a frenetic pace, we need innovative processes to 

engage people here. We are really excited about 

the potential this has to turn into something pow-

erful and attractive.

-END

Want to see the website?  

Go to www.askseekclick.com.
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In every real person the will for life
is also the will for joy.

“
”

         Karl Barth
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First of all, my co-workers loved it! Everyone at 

work today was asking about the banquet last 

night; those who went were already advertising 

for the next one to everyone else in the office. 

Everyone loved the speakers—they thought they 

were extremely interesting and definitely thought-

provoking. One of my co-workers (who is not a 

quiet guy) was extremely quiet after the talks. It 

seemed like he was really processing everything. 

Apparently, he and a friend went out for drinks 

after the banquet to talk more about “what is life 

in all its fullness?” I think God is doing something 

huge in him right now. 

S____ had to leave early because of her babysitter, 

but she said that she would love to come to anoth-

er church event! (Maybe church?) She also thought 

the speakers were particularly good. Another girl 

at our table came because of the subway ads. She 

told us all how she grew up in a Christian home 

but spent a lot of time away from the church and 

God, and she recently came back. She mentioned 

that she would like to get more involved with 

us—help with future dinners, etc. There were three 

girls at the table who had come together and who 

would not be pulled into the discussion—but 

actively listened as everyone spoke and seemed to 

connect. Apparently one of them exchanged cards 

with A____. At the end of the evening they all said 

they had a great time and they would love to see 

me again. I will have to do some email follow-up 

the girls ASAP. I  am not even sure if they know 

someone at The River. And all my friends loved 

N_____ (one of our hosts)! 

Finally, at work today, I even got to talk to my boss 

for quite sometime. She knew about the banquet 

(although I didn’t invite her because it probably 

would have made my co-workers a bit uncomfort-

able). I had gone to her office for some mundane 

question and she started asking me all about the 

evening. I ended up sitting in there for a half-hour 

talking about the speakers, the ideas, The River, 

etc. We even shared spiritual backgrounds—it was 

exciting (and surreal). 

All in all, an amazing evening—I could barely get 

to sleep last night! It seems like God is doing huge 

things. So many of my prayers for this dinner were 

answered.

-END
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Steve Sjogren gives us some no-holds-barred 
advice on successful church planting.

People are no longer looking for a “nice” place to 
“go to church.” We are way past that point in his-
tory. God’s people have to be involved in “WOW” 
projects – those things that absolutely require 
the power of the Kingdom in order to succeed. We 
must make a dent in the world (a la Steve Jobs of 
Apple fame) if we are going to make an impression 
on our cities. The great news is, you are a WOW 
player already, whether you realize it or not. The 
only missing issues are a few questions that need 
a bit of attention. 

1. Has God called us to this place? 

Not all callings in church planting are geographic. 
Janie and I are working on our fifth church plant 
and, honestly, we have not yet felt a strong geo-
graphic call, with the exception that some time 
ago clearly God told us that we would end up 
spending the rest of our lives investing in Florida 
somewhere. 

I am a big fan of biographies, especially autobi-
ographies. One consistent and remarkable point I 
find with many memorable people in recent church 
history is that, first, they didn’t have an amazing 
call into ministry to begin with. They simply saw a 
need and begin to respond to it. And, second, very 
few expressed a clear call to a specific place. 

If you have received a call to a specific place— 
wonderful. On the other hand, if you are waiting for 
a clarion call to “somewhere out there” maybe you 
are waiting in vain. Our best counsel is that God 
almost always speaks through simple invitations – 
and those are usually offered to us through author-
ity figures in our lives. In each of the five plants we 
have gotten involved with, that’s exactly how we 
were clearly led to move. Someone came along and, 
as clear as could be, suggested, “You know, you 
two ought to move to such and such a place. You’d 
do well there…” Indeed, we did. So will you as you 
heed the simple invitation of God through someone 
who is probably already in your life. 

 
2. Do you have the gifts that are necessary to 
pull this off? 

By the word “Gifts” we don’t mean simply the 
“charismata” gifts of 1 Cor. 12-14, though those are 
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certainly part of the picture. Ultimately, all that we 
need in order to see success in life is a result of 
the gifting God has placed in our lives. 

So here are some gifts you need to think about. 
You need to ask yourself if you are ready to take 
on the assignment of speaking on a very regular 
basis. It’s one thing to speak now and then—and, 
hey, a lot of people can look good speaking every 
six weeks or so. It’s an entirely different thing to 
pull that off every week, 45 weeks a year as a 
pastor who has just taken his or her church plant 
public. The reality is this: Newcomers checking 
out your weekend “package” will give you about 
12 minutes to impress them with your speaking 
skills, then they will check out emotionally or join 
up – one of the two. In my case, I started out with 
basically no skills and no experience. I had liter-
ally spoken three times previous to going public 
– a funeral, a wedding and a Friday evening Bible 
study. I had never done a Sunday morning mes-
sage. It was insanity. So I had to grow. After  
some years people stopped saying they came to 
our church for the worship, and begin to say they 
were there because of the sermons—but that was 
a long process, and a lot of coaching I pursued 
along the way. 

3. Do you have necessary visibility in your city? 

I have often heard the phrase in regard to Vineyard 
churches in cities across America, “We’re the  
best-kept secret in town!” That was clever and 
funny the first dozen times I heard it spoken, but 
those words began to slowly wear me down. I 
began to work on ways that we could change this 
unfortunate state of affairs. Why settle for being a 
well-kept “secret”? 

As I travel, I often hear people, “We’re getting out 
into the community – we’re Outward Focused.” 
When I hear those words being tossed about I 
automatically ask, “Define that to me in hard 
numbers.” Almost always what I hear is something 
along the lines of “Each month we go out one  
time and touch around 400 or sometimes even 
500 people!” As they say that they have a twinkle 
in their eyes. God bless them, but they just aren’t 
operating with an accurate paradigm. To them, 
“fishing” for souls is like picking up a fly fishing 
rod on a blue moon weekend. Sometimes they 
catch one now and then, but, heck, it’s just a 
hobby after all. 

I love the term John Maxwell uses in one of his 
books – he calls it “The Law of Numbers.” That 
means, in order to see success, we have to greatly 
increase the number of risks, the amount we are 
investing in a given project. So, in terms of raising 
our visibility in our city, we will never ever get off 
the ground with touches of 400 or 500 on a once-
a-month basis. “But,” you say, “we’re just a small 
church…” My prayerful, tender, loving response to 
that is, “Big deal!” 

In our church we have reached out many, many 
times to 10-12,000 people within just 90 minutes—
and we’ve done so with just 12-15 people with a 
water bottle give-away. So, do the math: even with 
a small minority of people in your church who are 
turned on to reaching out to your city, you can eas-
ily touch several hundred thousand people a year. 
Soon you will not be hidden in your city.  

4. Do you know what your distinctives are?

I have now sent out over 50 church planters. Of  
all the areas that I consider “essential” is that they 
know with absolute clarity who they uniquely are, 
what they have come to their part of town to con-
tribute, what “itch” they have come to “scratch.” 
The average person in your town is going to think, 
“There are lots of churches in town, here—why 
would I want to go to yours?” 

5. Do you communicate a “safe” sense at  
your gatherings?

Do parents feel secure in dropping their children 
off in your nursery or children’s area each week? 
Or do they have a somewhat creepy feeling about 
either the volunteers working in that area? What 
do they think about the appearance of things, 
the lighting, the security, the oversight? Take my 
advice: spend the bucks that are necessary to 
bring your standards of excellence up-to-par. If 
you fail here, you will not keep young families with 
children—who are the backbone of every great 
church in America.

6. Are you helping people discover and plug in 
to their area(s) of giftedness? 

People are hungry like never before to do some-
thing that is life-changing, to give themselves to 
something that will cause others to be radically 

changed. Stop holding people at arm’s length with 
itsy-bitsy volunteer opportunities that make little 
or no change in their lives or anyone else’s for 
that matter. Consider inviting them into areas of 
ministry that traditionally would have been given 
to paid roles in the past, and take a risk with non-
professionals. 

-END

Steve & Janie Sjogren have been part of the 
Vineyard movement the mid-1970s. You can reach 
Steve at stevesjogren@mac.com.
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CONTINUED FROM PAGE 7

Third, there must be a missional mindset that 

shapes Christians and includes non-Christians.

In Acts 2 and I Cor. 14:23 we see non-believers 

attracted and challenged by worship. We learn 

there that non-believers are expected in worship, 

and that non-believers must find worship 

challenging and comprehensible. In city-centers 

where there are a mixture of world-views it 

is crucial to include both Christians and non-

Christians in the same service—even in many of 

the other meetings and ministries of the church. 

It’s best not to segregate them, as in Seeker 

churches. Why?

In a “mixed” group, when the preacher speaks 

somewhat more to non-Christians, the Christians 

present learn how to share the faith. This is 

extremely important today. It is becoming 

increasingly difficult for Christians to just share the 

gospel without doing apologetics. The old, canned 

training programs cannot prepare a Christian for 

dealing with the range of intellectual and personal 

difficulties people have with the Christian faith. 

They need to hear the preacher week in and week 

out dealing winsomely and intelligently with the 

problems of non-believers. 

On the other hand, when the preacher speaks 

more to Christians, the non-Christians present 

come to see how Christianity “works”. More 

deeply secular, postmodern non-Christians tend 

to decide about Christianity on more pragmatic 

grounds. They do not examine in a detached, 

intellectual way. Rather, they are more likely to 

make their commitment through a long process of 

mini-decisions. They will want to “try Christianity 

on”, see how it fits their problems and how it 

fleshes out in real life.

In short, a center-city church should not simply 

“do mission” or “do evangelism”. Every part of 

its ministry should be geared routinely to both 

Christians and non-Christians, and expecting 

non-Christians to be “over-hearing” what is being 

said and done in any context. How does one gear 

things in such a way?
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First, keep the quality of speaking, music, and 

programming very high.

Second, discourse in the vernacular when 

conducting worship, preaching, teaching, and in 

small groups.

Post-modern people are extremely sensitive 

to anything that smacks of “artifice” to them. 

Anything that is too polished, too controlled, or 

too canned seems like salesmanship. They will 

be turned off if they hear the preacher use non-

inclusive gender language, or make cynical remarks 

about other religions, or use tones of voice that 

they consider artificial.

Do not avoid the use of Biblical terminology, but 

take great pains to explain such terms in ways 

that are readily understandable to those without 

theological background. Especially avoid citing 

the Bible or making explanations with the tone 

“Everyone intelligent knows this!”

Avoid talk that is sentimental, pompous, austere, 

archaic, colloquial, or emotionally manipulative 

in hopes of being “inspirational”. Avoid “tribal” 

language—unnecessarily stylized evangelical pious 

jargon and archaic language that seeks to set a 

“spiritual tone.” Avoid jokes that mock people of 

different politics or beliefs.

Instead engage with the gentle, self-deprecating 

but joyful irony the gospel itself creates. There is a 

true “gospel-irony” and realism that is a mixture of 

humility and joy. We also work to not “run ahead” 

of non-believers in being so emotionally expressive 

that we “leave them behind” or scare them. 

Third, keep emotion and sentimentality under 

control. The average educated non-Christian feels 

excluded by intense emotion in the service.

Fourth, develop some apologetic “sidebars”. Try 

to devote one of the main sermon points to non-

believers. Keep in your head a list of the ten or 

so biggest objections people have to Christianity. 

More often than not the particular Scripture text 

has some way to address them.

Fifth, you have to literally address non-Christians 

and Christians, almost doing dialogue with them. 

“If you are committed to Christ, you may be 

thinking this—but the text says...” or “If you are 

not a Christian or not sure what you believe, then 

you surely must think that this is narrow-minded—

but the text speaks to that very issue…”

Sixth, ground teaching in cultural references and 

authorities your listeners trust. It is critical to “keep 

up” in order to preach in New York City. In general, 

my audience does not trust the Bible very much, 

and so I need to generously document and support 

my points with corroborating opinions from all the 

books and periodicals that the professionals of 

New York City read.

Seventh, as a general rule, talk as if non-believing 

people were present even if they aren’t. And 

always, always expect to be overheard by members 

of the non-believing press. Continually address 

concerns of the wider community, not just of the 

Christians. Show how the grace of God favors the 

poor and outsiders. Celebrate deeds of justice and 

mercy and common citizenship in the community.

Eighth, constantly anticipate and address the 

concerns, objections, and reservations of the 

skeptical or of “spiritual pilgrims” with the 

greatest respect and sympathy. Always express 

doubting points of view very, very persuasively and 

respectfully before you answer them. 

If you speak and discourse as if your whole 

neighborhood is present eventually more and more 

of your neighborhood will find their way in or be 

invited. Why? Most Christians, even when they are 

very edified in church, know intuitively that their 

non-Christian friends would not appreciate the 

service. What you want is for a Christian to come to 

your church and say, “Oh! I wish my non-Christian 

friend could see (or hear) this!” If this is forgotten, 

soon even a growing church will be filled with 

Christians who commute in from various towns 

and communities far and wide rather than filling 

up with Christians and seekers from your church’s 

immediate neighborhoods.

These kinds of missional characteristics need to be 

true not only of Sunday services, but all aspects 

of church life. Take small groups, for example. 

A missional small group is not necessarily one 

which is doing some kind of specific “evangelism” 

program. Rather, if its members love and talk 

positively about the city and neighborhood; if they 

speak in language that is not filled with pious tribal 

or technical terms and phrases; if in their Bible 

study they apply the gospel to the core concerns 

and stories of the people of the culture; if they are 

obviously engaged with the literature and art of 

the surrounding culture and can discuss it both 

appreciatively and yet critically; if they exhibit deep 

concern for the poor and generosity with their 

money, and show humility toward people of other 

races and cultures; and if they do not bash other 

Christians and churches—then seekers and non-

believing people from the city will 1) be invited and 

2) will come and will stay to explore spiritual issues. 

What Does Ministry Along Five Fronts  
Look Like?

City-center churches should have balanced 

emphases on: a) welcoming, attracting, and 

engaging non-Christian people; b) character 

change through deep community and small groups; 

c) holistically serving the city (and especially 

the poor) in both word and deed; d) producing 

cultural leaders who integrate faith and work in 

society; and e) routinely multiplying itself into new 

churches with the same vision. There are many 

churches that major on one or two of these but the 

breadth, balance, and blend of these commitments 

is rare in a church. Nevertheless, this balance is 

crucial for ministry in city-centers.

1. Outward face-engagement with  
secular people.

The gospel removes any sense of superiority 

toward those who don’t share our beliefs. We 

respect and remember what it is like to seriously 

doubt Christianity. We therefore expect not-yet-

believers in almost every facet of Redeemer’s 

ministry and life, and we make every effort to 

engage and address their questions and concerns.

2. Christian community which is  
counter-cultural.
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God’s purpose in history is not simply to save 

individual souls but to create a new humanity, 

a “people” with a communal life that reflects in 

some degree the future kingdom of God. Thus, in 

a post-Christendom culture, we must embody a 

“counter-culture,” showing the world how radically 

different a Christian society is with regard to sex, 

money, and power. We must show sex, money, and 

power being used in life-giving ways, and to see 

people united in love who could never have been 

brought together without the power of the gospel 

to humble, affirm, and transform our identity.

Furthermore, while we have to align ourselves in 

denominations that share many of our distinctives, 

at the local level we should cooperate and reach 

out to and support the other congregations and 

churches in our local area. This will raise many 

thomy issues, of course, but our bias should be in 

the direction of cooperation. 

Understand that building community in a city-

center is the most challenging of the five ministry 

fronts, largely because of the mobility of the 

population. City-centers are very expensive and 

difficult places to live, most people are working 

enormously long hours while there, and most 

people see themselves living there temporarily. 

This makes it difficult to build community. Thus you 

must find strategies to help short-term residents 

get into small groups quickly. You can’t leave it up 

to individual persistence. And you must encourage 

some Christians to “settle down” and raise their 

families in the city. But to do that you must help 

build the infrastructure (housing, schools) in the 

city to make that feasible.

3. Holistic ministry for the whole city, and 
especially for the poor.

The purpose of redemption is not just to save the 

individual out of the world but to renew and restore 

the entire creation. Therefore God is not just 

concerned for the salvation of souls but also for 

the removal of poverty, hunger, and injustice. The 

citizens of God’s city are to be the very best citizens 

of their earthly city, working not just for their 

own prosperity but for the common good of their 

neighbors and the whole metropolis. In general, 
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holistic ministry should have three focuses:

First, within the church community itself there 

should be radical sharing of economic resources. 

We should care for one another’s practical needs—

economic, social, physical, medical, emotional—

with the utmost generosity and care.

Second, within the immediate neighborhood, the 

church should show its sacrificial love by meeting 

the practical needs of people whether they believe 

as we do or not. 

Third, throughout the whole city the church should 

seek to serve and lift up the poor.

4. Equipping people for cultural renewal 
through the integration of faith and work. 

The gospel brings us a unique perspective on God, 

human nature, the material world, the direction of 

history, the importance of community. All of these 

inevitably influence the way we work, whether in 

the arts, business, government, the media or the 

academy. Therefore we help Christians integrate 

their faith with their work.

First, the laity needs theological education about 

how to “think Christianly” about all of life, public 

and private, and about how to work with Christian 

distinctiveness. They need to know: a) what 

cultural practices are common grace and to be 

embraced, b) what practices are antithetical to the 

gospel and must be rejected, c) what practices can 

be adapted or revised.

Second, they need to be practically mentored, 

placed, and positioned in their vocations in the 

most advantageous way. They need cooperation 

with others in the field who can encourage, advise, 

advocate for them.

Third, they need spiritual support for the ups-and-

downs of their work and accountability for living 

and working with Christian integrity.

For this to happen, we need several things to 

happen. First, scholars and successful practioners 

in various field need to theorize at a very high level 

about what it means to be a Christian in every field 

of vocation: social work, community development, 

politics, law, government, finance, business, 

counseling, medicine, education, scholarship, arts, 

dance, literature, theater, film, journalism, media, 

and publishing. 

Second, educators and practioners in each area 

need to create materials, networks, and venues for 

the support, training, and positioning of workers in 

each of these areas. 

And third, young, university-graduating Christians 

need to be recruited off campuses to move into 

major cultural centers where they are trained, 

positioned, and mentored in the context of church 

communities that celebrate and support them as 

doing real “kingdom work” and ministry in the 

world.

5. A commitment to the planting of new 
churches constantly and routinely.

The vigorous, continual planting of new 

congregations is the single most crucial strategy 

for the numerical growth of the Body of Christ, 

the renewal of existing churches, and the overall 

impact of that Body on the culture of any city. 

Nothing else—neither crusades, outreach 

programs, para-church ministries, mega-churches, 

consulting, nor church renewal processes—will 

have the consistent impact that dynamic, 

extensive church planting has. This is an eyebrow-

raising statement, I know. But to those who have 

done any study of the subject, it is not even 

controversial.

City-center churches are in the very best possible 

place to plant churches. They have a mobile 

population so new converts are constantly moving 

to other parts of the city or the suburbs or other 

cities—and churches can be planted by following 

them and using them as core members.

The church planting mindset means city-center 

churches will think of church planting as just 

one of the things they do along with the rest—

teaching, evangelism, discipling, worship, music, 

education, and church planting. Church planting 

should not be an occasional, traumatic hiccup that 

we’re glad when it’s over. Rather it is to have the 

mind set of Paul, who constantly did evangelism, 

discipleship, and church planting.

The Historic Moment for Western Cities

Cities in Western society are being flooded with 

people from the parts of the world (Africa, Latin 

America, Asia) where Christianity is growing in 

credibility. The grassroots population of Western 

cities could become Christian to a greater extent 

than has been seen in 100 years. Over the next 

couple of generations those Christians will move 

into the city center—into the culture-forming 

institutions—and exert influence. Furthermore, the 

younger, more multi-ethnic generations in the U.S. 

show much more interest in spirituality in general 

and Christianity in particular. 

The time is now for producing hundreds and 

hundreds of city-center churches that would help 

all the new professionals coming in from outside 

the city and from the city’s grassroots learn how 

to operate as Christians in a secular, pluralistic 

culture. If we can realize a vision of a great 

movement gospel-centered churches in major 

cities, we may literally see our world change.

—END
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A Cause to Live For, A Cause to Die For

March 15-17, 2007 

Evanston Vineyard, IL

For more information or to reserve your spot email, 

churchplanting@duluthvineyard.org

 

Church Planting 101: The Who, What, & How of 

Church Planting

Saturday, February 17,  

Miami Vineyard Community Church

Contact: Ralph Gomez, Doral Vineyard Church, tel. 

786-537-3730 (cell) or 305-717-1501 (office)

Church Planting 101: The Who, What, & How of 

Church Planting

March 16-17, 2007 

Inverness Vineyard Church, Birmingham, AL 

Contact: Jeff Miller, VCC Augusta, 706-414-4224,   

jeffreymiller5@yahoo.com

Church Planting 101: The Who, What, & How of 

Church Planting

July 27-28 

Cornerstone Vineyard, Rocky Mount, NC

Contact: James Bowman, 919-649-2362.  

James@vineyardwakeforest.org.

 

Emerging Church Planters Conference

June 22-24, 2007 

Chattanooga Vineyard, TN

Contact: Thor or Bonnie Colberg, 704-248-8419. 

Thor@vineyardhuntersville.org.
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